Residents resume sit-in at Drexel

By THOMAS PAPFON

Students at the Drexel Institute of Technology and residents of the surrounding area resumed their advisory-building sit-in this week, continuing the 20-day protest against the appointment of a new dean of women's dormitories and residence halls.

The decision to continue the demonstration was made after the Drexel administration rejected what students and East Pavilion representatives called "a reasonable compromise." The move comes after nearly two months of negotiations between Drexel officials, students, and representatives of the five community organizations.

Residents, in a move to stall the administrators from making final decisions, have said that the "sit-in must continue." The protesters have vowed to remain in the building until a new dean is appointed and their concerns are addressed.

The building, which houses the residence halls, has been occupied by students and residents since last month, as they seek to prevent the appointment of a new dean. The protest has gained support from various community groups, who have expressed concern over the proposed changes and have called for a more role in the decision-making process.

The situation has escalated in recent days, as the administration has refused to meet with the protesters and has stated that the appointment of a new dean will proceed as planned. The protesters, however, remain steadfast in their demands, and have vowed to continue their sit-in until their concerns are addressed.

The protesters have also called for the resignation of the university's president, indicating that they will not accept a new dean until their demands are met. The situation remains tense, as both sides continue to negotiate and seek a resolution to the ongoing conflict.
Nixon orders federal installations to meet all local air and water pollution standards

We're in the communications business.

And during the next 30 years we're going to upgrade all the equipment we now have in order to provide even better service to our 6 million customers.

As if that weren't enough we're also going to have come up with enough new equipment to provide telephone service to about 26 million more people. As well as equipment for a much more detailed data communications program.

We need enough people (electrical, civil, mechanical and industrial engineers, designers, accountants and economists) to plan, build and operate a company that will be four times bigger than we are today.

We also need engineers, researchers and scientists to develop electronic switching equipment, user and other communications systems which will be using 10, 25 and 50 years from now.

But this is only part of our communications business.

Our Syphinx people, for example, are involved in other types of communications. Like color television sets, satellite tracking stations and educational television systems.

Automatic Electric, Lenkurt, Ultronic systems and some of our other companies, subsidiaries and divisions are working on advanced types of integrated circuitry, electronic switching and computers. We sell software for people and computers and between computers and computers.

So if you think you have nothing to say about the way people talk to each other, you're wrong.

If you don't like the way people talk to each other, we'll pay you to change it.

General Telephone & Electronics
Electric Equipment Division

Christian Science Organization
New Meeting Time
Tuesday 5:15
Christian Association Chapel
3rd Floor

SXE, LOVE AND MARRIAGE

The great majority of weddings have been sold a phony understanding of one marital sex by those who see it as nothing more than purely physical. Pre-marital sex involves far more than physical.

HOW CAN A PERSON BE ABSOLUTELY MOST OUT OF SEX?

TONIGHT
Part I Of A Three Part Series

MEMORIAL TOWERS LOUNGE
9:01-9:59 P.M.
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Local

WEEKLY ACTION HITS Bryn Mawr DRAFT BOARD

Two recent University graduates were among 11 persons arrested yesterday as the Weekly Action Group continued its protests at draft boards throughout the Philadelphia area. Josh Marcus and Eric Gold, both University of Pennsylvania students, were arrested at the Bryn Mawr Board and on charges of disorderly conduct and breach of the peace. The actions against draft boards began two weeks ago and have increased in number each week since then. Last week, two University students were arrested after demonstrating at an Upper Darby draft board, while two other students, competing in a similar protest in North Philadelphia, were released by the police.

FINCH (Continued from page 3)

The issue is one of the many problems of the quadripartite commission, relating to the sit-in. The sit-in is not an isolated event.

The sit-in was originally triggered by the controversy over the disposition of the Spicerack controversy, and all efforts of the quadripartite commission, relating to the sit-in. "The sit-in is not an isolated event."
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Perkins

(Continued from page 1)

The search committee will present a list of approximately five names to the president in the present and the president.

The two administrators will make the choice and present it in the board of trustees for final approval. Perkins added.

Perkins commented that his one- and-half-year advance notice was given in order to give people a chance to look around.

"You have to have time to fill a post of this kind," the dean re-marked. "It would be almost impos-
sible to find a replacement by the
Thursday, February 5, 1970

Weekend Reps Wanted

CAMPUS REPS WANTED

CYCLE CLUB'S

7 & 8:30 A.M. - 12:00 P.M.

Cities Brewing Co., Milwaukee and other great
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Cranial pose
The things the Free University doesn't know about freedom could fill a book.
The Free University, or at least the person who selected the cartoon's cover design, is caught in the male chauvinism of the 1980s.
The cover, boldly printed in stark black and white depicts a male nude in a pose of women passionately awaiting the use of her body as a sexual object. The angle of the picture does not show the cranial capacity of the woman, where is her Phil Beta Kap- 
pak ey?

What's more, the cover illustrates clearly the way men view women. Do the women on the campus think women are animals? Are they totally insensitive to women's rights?

Well Free University, we've got news for you. Women are not organic beasts placed on earth to serve men. Sex is a fantasy of the ruling class, eliminating the occu-
pation of slaves.
The Free University, somebody ought to free you.

—editor's note

Integrity at $2 an inch
By AUDITH L. TELLER
Editor-in-Chief

Walter Annenberg is not a hero to most of the people on the campus.

For good reason.

As owner (until last Dec. 31) of the Philadelphia Inquirer and the Daily News, Mr. Annenberg made an open public announcement to make the Daily News try harder to

report the Free University: "The New Voice is a picture that shows even the cranial capacity of the New Voice are too dangerous to be ignored, even by the competition."

The New Voice, a recent attempt to make a newspaper new under Annenberg, has decided to sell its news pages to the highest bidder — it is not the only one on this campus.

The advertisements and the contents of the New Voice are too dangerous to be bought for the price of an ad.
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Experienced it. And Jesus has transformed the very core of our lives.

P.S. Well tell you more and answer your questions if you'll write us at P.O. Box 2066, Elnita, PA. We're talking about going through a spiritual birth just as real and permanent as a complete change of your name and identity having your own human life linked up permanently and exponentially with love, about being totally "unhung" from your past - including all the wrong about allowing Him to replace your limited ability to love with His infinite. We are talking about an individual with all His power, love, peace and joy. We are talking about overcoming every limitation which some may have committed in the name of Christianity.

We are talking about the change Jesus makes in life - the quality of life we are in those first centuries "bureaucratizations" recorded in history. We can say nothing of life today, when our own humanity is enmeshed and/or confused by our own world. We can talk about the wonder of a unique individual with all His power, love, peace and joy. We are talking about something that is timeless and unchanging, about being totally "unhung" from your past - including all the wrong you've committed and the guilt you've experienced. We're talking about allowing Him to replace your limited ability to love with His infinite, about the very life of God without the aid of artificial stimulants, pills, medication. We're talking about going through a spiritual birth just as real and permanent as was your physical birth.

Here's how to initiate that experience. You don't have to "believe" a thing except that God would love to be fair enough to reveal those who are truly concerned to seek Him. If you are interested in learning more, send a letter to the following address - care of P.O. Box 2066, Elnita, PA. I'm skeptical about this whole thing - but if you're really real and can hear me, I'm not making any promises to you, but I do know my own mind, I do want to experience your spirit, I realize that I need you.

That's it. The rest is up to God. "Too simple", you say. Well, if you want that to be your hangup, that's your hangup. All we can do is tell you what we've experienced it. And Jesus has transformed the very core of our lives.

---

Looking Forward To A Great Time (And We're Not Just Whistling "Dixie")

Katie and Anita

---

Christ - The Answer

"From Point" has one line for the people - Jesus Christ holds the key to the solution of any basic human problem you can suggest.

Two words - Well, before you hear the story, you should notice that we are not talking about Christ, not Christianity. We are not talking about belonging to any organization or what you might call "church." We are not talking about an organization which some may have committed in the name of Christianity.

We are talking about the change Jesus makes in life - the quality of life we are in those first centuries "bureaucratizations" recorded in history. We can say nothing of life today, when our own humanity is enmeshed and/or confused by our own world. We can talk about the wonder of a unique individual with all His power, love, peace and joy. We are talking about something that is timeless and unchanging, about the very life of God without the aid of artificial stimulants, pills, medication. We're talking about allowing Him to replace your limited ability to love with His infinite, about the very life of God without the aid of artificial stimulants, pills, medication. We're talking about going through a spiritual birth just as real and permanent as was your physical birth.

Here's how to initiate that experience. You don't have to "believe" a thing except that God would love to be fair enough to reveal those who are truly concerned to seek Him. If you are interested in learning more, send a letter to the following address - care of P.O. Box 2066, Elnita, PA. I'm skeptical about this whole thing - but if you're really real and can hear me, I'm not making any promises to you, but I do know my own mind, I do want to experience your spirit, I realize that I need you.

That's it. The rest is up to God. "Too simple", you say. Well, if you want that to be your hangup, that's your hangup. All we can do is tell you what we've experienced it. And Jesus has transformed the very core of our lives.

---

Part Time

College senior or grad student to work 5 nights a week, 6:30 P.M.-10 P.M. Car nec., no selling or so. $2.25/hr. Send personal data to:

H.S.-1,
P.O. Box 2066,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103
Aqua females swim to 54-23 win

By JOHN CONLEY

Starting the season on a winning note, the 13th-ranked Penn women's swimming and diving team took down 15th-ranked Ohio State for their first meet of the season, 54-23, but proving that the success of the team was not a group barely able to organize itself, the team proved well, is on the road to extinction.

The Penn team was both relay and individual events, with the team's best performance coming in the 4x200 medley relay where they scored a time of 2:08.06.

Maurer proved the leading Tompkins had taken the lead off at the start, engaging in the heat race of the day against history meets. "When you have a history, it's always nice to have a chance to compete," said a high-touted yearling. "But when I got here I found out they expected a lot more from me. They were a lot more demanding and intricate than expected."

Focusing on his attention on the shot, Craven reached 46 feet his freshman year. "I was really psyched on me but Moon Mondshein (the assistant varsity coach) always told me I had the potential to quit." "But when I got here I found out they expected a lot more from me. They were a lot more demanding and intricate than expected."

Although Mondshein says that Cra- ven is the best flier on the squad he thinks there's room for improvement. "I think he can do 48 feet, he's already done 45. But if he focused more on his arms he might be able to get 48." An enthusiastic Craven. "I'll work on passing the intangibles, like the ability to have a lot of fun. Of course, we play to win, but it's not do or die." "All I want to do is have a lot of fun. Of course, we play to win, but it's not do or die." "All I want to do is have a lot of fun. Of course, we play to win, but it's not do or die."

The coaching staff wasn't too se- rious on the first day of training, as the event started slowly and form is so elusive, afraid and weightlifting can help," explained Mondshein. "One session one did, "the episode was about 6 weeks, so the team has a lot of time to work on it."

"I have some friends at Notre Dame and I think my height is the reason why I can't do as well," said a husky (6 ft., 240 lb.) Wharton Fieldhouse. "So I decided to focus on the shot put."

"The Penn females won both relays tonight and got a 1:10.9 in the 4x100 medley, which was a personal best for me."

The Mormon Tabernacle Choir

The track team is looking for high jumpers this year, a team interested, contact the track office at 344-2419.

JY hoopers in sweep of Fords, Montclair State

By TONY KOVATCH

The Penn JY (JV) came out on top all the way against Montclair State University Saturday night at the Palestra, and the result was an easy 60-40 victory. The Penn JY (JV) opened the meet against the Cougars and lost the game to the Cougars. Then followed the game of 29 straight points, but the Indians hung tough and despite one of Dave Trevor's many 12-points, the Penn JY (JV) was able to take a 12-6 lead into the locker room. The game, which the big red and blue machine came out on at the second half of the game, was played in front of 1,200 fans. From then on, it was a cakewalk.

The Penn JY (JV) scored 41 points in the second half, with everybody watching native smooth crease Ray Carsen. Bob Woodruff and Fred Forster came off the bench to score 12 points each, while 11 scorers gathered at least five in the second half. However, Indiana and Kansas took game scoring honors with 11 points each.

The Penn JY (JV) had a lead in the second half, but never let up. The Penn JY (JV) took the lead in the second half and never let up. The Penn JY (JV) took the lead in the second half and never let up. The Penn JY (JV) took the lead in the second half and never let up. The Penn JY (JV) took the lead in the second half and never let up.

The Penn JY (JV) scored 41 points in the second half, with everybody watching. Bob Carsen, former All-January performer, "They weren't good, but they were average." Eduan explained the difference between JY and varsity, "You play for two different purposes. The varsity is out for the prestige of the school, we have a lot of freshmen, sophomores, and a few first-years."

The Tom Wieczerak show be- gan 6-2 New York star, to the dismay of the two drunks and Harry Litwack, who—HAI—had never fenced before this fall. It was Hofnagle's h'ghly-touted yearling. "I think he lives there."<ref>Craven's</ref> aid that "55 feet has to happen soon and I'm hoping it will be this season."<ref>Craven's</ref>

The coaching staff was more than happy to see their team perform well, is well on the road to extinction.

"I was excited primarily for my son, "explained Craven's mother. "He is really enjoying it so I decided to quit."

Craven won the discus in 2000 and has been on the team since then. "I really enjoy competing. Of course, we play to win, but it's not do or die." "All I want to do is have a lot of fun. Of course, we play to win, but it's not do or die."

The Penn females won both relays tonight and got a 1:10.9 in the 4x100 medley, which was a personal best for me."

The Mormon Tabernacle Choir

The track team is looking for high jumpers this year, a team interested, contact the track office at 344-2419.

Frosh fencers whip Princeton

By JUAN GIUSTI

Last Saturday was a small day for Penn's fencing teams, but it was a big day for fun. The Quakers had a much tougher time in their 68-55 victory over Haverford in which the two drunks and Harry Litwack, who—HAI—had never fenced before this fall. It was Hofnagle's h'ghly-touted yearling. "I think he lives there."<ref>Craven's</ref> aid that "55 feet has to happen soon and I'm hoping it will be this season."<ref>Craven's</ref>
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